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• Background : Who is CISTI, Definition of Data
• Research Data Management(RDM) – Benefits, Challenges
• Addressing the RDM challenges
• DataCite Canada

What is DataCite International?
What is DataCite Canada?
How DataCite Canada works

Allocator Responsibilities
Client Responsibilities

DataCite Services Overview

• Questions

Overview
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• Library of the NRC and Canada’s national science library

• Involved in research data initiatives
– Canadian National Committee for CODATA
– Research Data Canada

http://rds-sdr.cisti-icist.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/docs/data_summit-
sommet_donnees/Data_Summit_Report.pdf

– DataCite Canada: Canada’s digital object
identifier(DOI) allocation agent

CISTI: Who We Are

http://rds-sdr.cisti-icist.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/docs/data_summit-sommet_donnees/Data_Summit_Report.pdf
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“‘Data’ means recorded information, regardless          
of the form or media on which it may be recorded, and 
includes writings, films, sound recordings, pictorial 
reproductions, drawings, designs, or other graphic 
representations, procedural manuals, forms, diagrams, 
work flow charts, equipment descriptions, data files, 
data processing or computer programs (software), 
statistical records, and other research data.”

--U.S National Institutes of Health
Grants Policy Statement

2011-09-01

Data: a Definition
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Why data management?
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Once data is organized and properly managed it becomes:
• Discoverable – easy to find
• Accessible – easy to get reach
• Meaningful - placed in a context
• Reusable – others can use and build on it
• Verifiable – check others results more carefully
• Citable – people can get credit for their data
• Attributable – Can be used in CVs and promotion cases. 
• Valuable – Adds value for organization and researcher

Rewards of managed data
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• Data difficult to manage once funding associated with 
the project ceases

• Data shared through informal networks
• Only 21% use a national or international facility
• Only 18% deposit data with a data centre

– But 43% expressed the need to access other researchers’ data

Source: UKRDS study:
The Data Imperative, 2009

Challenges to managing data
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The Challenges
• No widely used method to identify datasets
• No widely used method to cite datasets
• No effective way to link between articles and 

datasets

How can we start to solve these challenges?

Challenges to managing data
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• International Not-for-profit organisation formed in London 
on 1 December 2009. 

• Founding members were from 6 countries, including 
Canada, many more joined since that time

• Provides a global infrastructure for assigning DOIs to 
research data.

• Aims to:
– establish easier access to research data on the Internet
– increase acceptance of research data as legitimate, citable 

contributions to the scholarly record
– support data archiving that will permit results to be verified and 

re-purposed for future study.

DataCite (International)
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DataCite (International)
AU: Australian National Data Service

CA: Canada Institute for Scientific 
and Technical Information

CH: ETH Zurich

DE: German National Library of Science and 
Technology; German National Library of 
Medicine; GESIS – Leibniz Institute for 
Social Science; German National Library of 
Economics

DK: Technical Information Center of Denmark

FR: Institute for Scientific and Technical Information

IT: Conferenza dei Rettori delle Universita’ italiane

KR: Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information

NL: TU Delft Library

SE: Swedish National Data Service

UK: British Library; Digital Curation Centre

US: California Digital Library; Office of Scientific and 
Technical Information, US Dept. of Energy; 
Purdue University Libraries; Interuniversity Consortium 
for Political and Social Research; Microsoft Research
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• Definition:
a persistent identifier consisting of a prefix and suffix 

that together form a completely unique identifier 
that is permanently linked to an object itself, and 
not to where it is located such as in the case of a 
URL. 

• Anatomy

DOIs - Addressing the Challenge
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• ISO standard http://www.iso.org/iso/news.htm?refid=Ref1561
ISO 26324:2012, Information and documentation -- Digital 

object identifier system
• Existing infrastructure and support 
• Well established in the scholarly journal article world.
• Metadata included facilitating discoverability and citation of 

data
• URL can be updated in one place to ensure ongoing access, 

same DOI even if object has URL change
• Track more easily, produce use and citation statistics from 

DOIs. Funding and research groups review citation stats.
• A means for researchers to get credit for data citations, can 

use on CVs, makes data sharing more acceptable

DOIs Strengths

http://www.iso.org/iso/news.htm?refid=Ref1561
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Data Cite Canada
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DataCite Canada is Canada’s DOI allocating 
agency for data.

• Provides local services and support for 
Canadian researchers, data centres and 
libraries

• Contributes to ongoing development of 
DataCite’s services and resources on behalf of 
Canadian clients

• Promotes the value of data archiving, citation 
and discoverability within Canada

CISTI’s role with DataCite
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• WHO does DataCite Canada work with?
non-profit organizations and government 

departments who have responsibility for managing 
data.

• WHAT type of data.
Datasets, grey literature (e.g. thesis, technical 

reports)

• COST 
Free to non-profit organizations and government 

departments until March 2015 

Data Cite Canada
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• PROCESS
1. Client contacts DataCite Canada via email
2. DataCite Canada staff have a conversation to 

determine if the basic criteria for becoming a client 
are met.

3. If so, then the client is sent a client info package 
which provides additional information about the DOI 
registration process.

4. Further conversations by phone or email to ensure 
prospective client is able to meet their 
responsibilities as a DataCite Client.

Data Cite Canada(cont’d)
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• PROCESS (cont’d)
5. Sign an MOU or SLA
6. Establish an account for the new client and provide 

them with their own prefix
7. Client then start to use the DataCite admin interface 

to register individual DOIs or develop a webservice 
so that they can integrate DOI registration within 
their existing metadata process by using DataCite’s
API.

8. DataCite Canada provides the client with all the 
support they need to use available services, 
including access to documentation.

Data Cite Canada(cont’d)
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As the DataCite registration agency, CISTI is responsible 
for: 
1. Providing access to DOI registration services.

2. Providing access to technical and account support for the 
registration services.

3. Providing access to technical documentation explaining the 
APIs and metadata schema.

4. Providing the data centre name 60 days written notice of any 
changes to the metadata schema or APIs that could impact 
upon the data centre’s name ability to register their data.

Data Cite Canada – how it works
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•
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The DataCite Canada Client is responsible for: 
1. Quality of the data and metadata.
2. Data Storage.
3. Ensuring that it has the authority to make the data and metadata 

available.
4. DOI Registration – registering each research data object using 

DataCite’s registration system by providing the DOI, the core 
metadata elements (as defined in the DataCite Metadata Schema) 
and a URL for the landing page.

5. Providing persistent data access by ensuring that the landing page 
includes information about the data, direct access to the data or 
information about how to access it, and ensuring that any changes to 
the landing page URL are reflected in the DOI registration system.

6. Agreeing to make their metadata freely available for discovery 
purposes.

Responsibilities of DataCite Canada 
clients
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Landing Page 
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• Metadata (http://schema.datacite.org/)
• Small mandatory element set for citations

– DOI
– Title
– Creator
– Publisher
– Publication year

Irino, T; Tada, R (2009): Chemical and mineral compositions of 
sediments from ODP Site 127‐797. Geological Institute, 
University of Tokyo. http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.726855

MetaData

http://schema.datacite.org/
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THIS IS WORTH DOING!!!
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Karen Morgenroth – DataCite Canada Manager

Cyndie Found – DataCite Canada Client Services Lead

Lynne McAvoy - DataCite Canada Metadata Lead 

Marcin Paluch - DataCite Canada Technical Lead

Questions?



Contact Us:

www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/datacite

DataCite.CISTI@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contact Us:��www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/datacite�DataCite.CISTI@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/datacite
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